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The first three standalone books in the best-selling Hope Valley BBW Dating App
Romance series! What if your fated mate was just an app swipe away? Shiftr:
Swipe Left for Love - Book 1 (Dina)Curvy Dina Taylor hates the idea of online
dating. It's something kids do, not 36-year old women, whose boyfriends have left
them for the office intern. But her best friend Lauren has a secret she's bursting
to share: there are men out there who absolutely love voluptuous girls like her. All
Dina has to do is tap Shiftr, the cute little paw-print app that Lauren has just
installed on her phone. In the time it takes Dina to get over her shock that there
are guys who can shift into animals, she's hit up by Logan - a dark-eyed bear-guy
with a torso like sculpted marble and eyes like pools of lust. He tells her that he
feels a magnetic connection to her, but before she can tell him that the feeling's
mutual, her clumsy thumb swipes the wrong way, and he's gone. Dina is
distraught, but Tamika, the creator of Shiftr has a cunning plan that may just
bring them together again. Will Dina find the sexy Logan in the midst of the
eccentric matchmaker's beautiful, opulent summer garden party? And will they
discover that they're fated to be together? Shiftr: Swipe Left for Love - Book 2
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(Kristin)To the outside world, Kristin Pasternak is a feisty, statuesque, auburnhaired journalist. Only those close to her know that she suffers from PCOS, a
condition that has left her unhappy with her body, and scared that she won't be
able to have children. When best friends Dina and Lauren introduce her to Shiftr,
the secret dating app for curvy girls and shape shifting men, she thinks that none
of the guys will want her - especially smoking-hot tiger shifter, Roman, whose
profile says that he definitely wants cubs. But, according to the app, Kristin and
Roman are a 100% match, and when Roman scents Kristin for the first time, he
seems to know her body better than she knows it herself. Will the sexy tiger be
able to convince Kristin to let go of her insecurities and abandon herself to the
crazy attraction that sizzles between them? Shiftr: Swipe Left for Love - Book 3
(Melissa) Melissa Ericson has a panic attack as her best friend Lauren is giving
birth, but sexy shifter doctor, Harley, is on hand to calm her down. When she
later finds out that he's not only on Shiftr - the secret dating app for curvy girls
and gorgeous shape-shifting men - but is also a great match for her, she's
ecstatic. But there's something about Doctor Harley that keeps tugging at
Melissa's mind, and suddenly she's drawn back into a place she never wanted to
think about again. The past is so confusing and painful for her, but will the
smoking-hot werewolf prove to be her destroyer or her savior?This is a 78,000
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word boxed set consisting of three standalone books, packed with heart-stopping
romance, danger, heroism, passion and suspense! HEA and no cliffhanger! Note:
These books and all other books in the Hope Valley BBW Dating App Romance
series are standalone and can be read completely independently. Want more
romance from Ariana Hawkes? Get your free book now! --->
arianahawkes.com/freebook
"Karma takes too long. I'd rather beat the shit out of you right now." With a
dagger in her boot and blades in her bra, Briar, a powerful shifter, arrives in
Rouen with one goal: find and kill Dominic, the man responsible for the
destruction of her entire family and wolf pack. When she discovers he is an Alpha
surrounded by muscle-ripped shifters and equally as strong witches, she knows
the only way she will get close enough to kill him is if she joins his dangerous and
shady pack. But infiltrating them proves more challenging than she expects,
especially when her new roommates turn out to be supernaturals with their own
powers and secrets. She can't tell if the centuries-old, nosey vampire and fashionsensitive witch are working with her or against her. Whether they are friends or
enemies doesn't change things. Briar has a job to do. And she is willing to do
whatever it takes to quench her thirst for revenge, even if it means destroying her
own soul. In this full-length, urban fantasy series, Steele and Mason introduce
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readers to a dark and exciting world full of shifters, vampires, and witches. If you
like Charlaine Harris, Patricia Briggs, Shayne Silvers or K.F. Breene, you will
LOVE this new series! Grab this FREE gritty urban fantasy TODAY!
"All Lady Glynis Wright ever wanted was the freedom to live her life as she
pleased. Unfortunately, her aristocratic parents want her to marry well and settle
into a life of luxury. When her family becomes guests to one of the most
fearsome and powerful vampires of all time, Glynis finds her fate is far more
terrible than an arranged marriage"--Page 4 of cover.
Stealing one gem? How hard could it be? From the moment Mel takes the
assignment, she knows that it should be impossible. But for the supernatural
world's foremost thief, impossible is an irresistible challenge. Especially when the
payment for this job will get her one step closer to the one thing she desperately
needs. When the jobs goes belly up, she finds herself in the lion's den and facing
off with the sexiest man she's ever met. The alpha keeps what's his... No one
steals from Luke Torres. His fortress is legend and his pack of lions are deadly,
ready to face any threat. When Luke meets Mel, she knocks his socks off with a
scorching kiss, but when they meet again, they are captor and captive in a deadly
gave of cat vs. cat. One alpha, one thief, and an adventure of a lifetime. The
Alpha Heist is number one of a three part series called Stealing the Alpha. Book
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two, Entangled with the Thief, and book three, In the Alpha's Bed, are available
now. This book is great for readers of paranormal romance and sci fi romance
who love to read in their free time!
During recent decades, large-scale effects of pollution on marine estuaries and
even entire enclosed coastal seas have become apparent. One of the first
regions where this was observed is the Baltic Sea, whereby the appearance of
anoxic deep basins, extensive algal blooms and elimination of top predators like
eagles and seals indicated effects of both increased nutrient inputs and toxic
substances. This book describes the physical, biochemical and ecological
processes that govern inputs, distribution and ecological effects of nutrients and
toxic substances in the Baltic Sea. Extensive reviews are supplemented by
budgets and dynamic simulation models. This book is highly interdisciplinary and
uses a systems approach for analyzing and describing a marine ecosystem. It
gives an overview of the Baltic Sea, but is useful for any marine scientist studying
large marine ecosystems.
In a province where magic is forbidden and its possessors are murdered by the
magickless, young Ilan has only one hope for survival. Concealment. In the
shadow of Dimmingwood, she finds temporary protection among a band of forest
brigands led by the infamous outlaw Rideon the Red Hand. But when old
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enemies reappear and new friendships lead to betrayal, will Ilan's magic and the
power of her enchanted bow be enough to save her? * * * * * Also in the
LEGENDS OF DIMMINGWOOD series: Betrayal of Thieves ~ Book II, Circle of
Thieves ~ Book III (Coming Spring 2013), Redemption of Thieves ~ Book IV
(Coming Spring 2013)
Elizabeth Essex Almost a Scandal Bold, brazen, and beautiful, the Reckless
Brides refuse to play by society's rules of courtship. But—come hell or high
water—they always get their man... For generations, the Kents have served
proudly with the British Royal Navy. So when her younger brother refuses to
report for duty, Sally Kent slips into a uniform and takes his place—at least until he
comes to his senses. Boldly climbing aboard the Audacious, Sally is as ablebodied as any sailor there. But one man is making her feel tantalizingly aware of
the full-bodied woman beneath her navy blues... Dedicated to his ship, sworn to
his duty—and distractingly gorgeous—Lieutenant David Colyear sees through
Sally's charade, and he's furious. But he must admit she's the best midshipman
on board—and a woman who tempts him like no other. With his own secrets to
hide and his career at stake, Col agrees to keep her on. But can the passion they
hide survive the perils of a battle at sea? Soon, their love and devotion will be put
to the test...
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Reveals how to create a wide variety of mobile applications for the iPhone SDK,
discussing the essential tools, APIs, and techniques used to program the
platform; the iPhone's user interface components; networking capabilities;
performance and debugging t
Urbandictionary.com--bearing the slogan "Define Your World"--serves more than 1.5
million visitors each month. Perfect for those who want to pick up some new slang and
those who want to translate it, Urban Dictionary is a gritty and witty look at our everchanging language. Urbandictionary.com is a wildly successful site that encourages
users to define the world with their own unique terms. In Urban Dictionary, site founder
Aaron Peckham culls his more than 170,000 definitions for the funniest, and most
provocative phrases that define the modern slang scene. Within urbandictionary.com's
lively lexicon are: * business provocative--Attire used to provoke sexual attention in the
workplace. * compunicate--To chat with someone in the same room via instant
messenging service instead of in person. * dandruff--A person who "flakes out" and
ditches their friends. * wingman--A guy who takes one for the team by hooking up with
a hot girl's ugly friend so his own friend can hook up with the hot girl. Perfect for those
who want to pick up some new slang and those who want to translate it, Urban
Dictionary is a gritty and witty look at our ever-changing language. Urban Dictionary
covers the language that encompasses the trials and tribulations that anyone under 30
encounters--and leaves everyone over 30 scratching their heads but wanting to know
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more.
This five-story bundle of erotic romances featuring curvy women and strong, sexy alpha
male werewolves! Five stories of werewolves giving it to women rough: DOING THE
MOST HE CAN HOLE IN THE WALL LOVE AND HEALING IN THE TIME OF THE
AFTERMATH THE COVEN WHEN IT RAINS Do you like your werewolf stories? If so,
you will love this bundle! ? GENRE: Werewolves / Paranormal ? WARNING: This Book
contains mature language and content intended for 18+ readers only! ? Bookmark or
follow for more! You won't want to miss what we have in store next!!
Janine was raised to be a passive and obedient wolf shifter and to always put the will of
The Elders before her own—a will that she never questioned until the one day she was
instructed to become the mate of a man she didn’t love and who didn’t love her. Fed
up with rules and obligations, she left everything she knew behind and headed out
west. She arrived in West Texas with the expectation of getting a fresh start as a new
woman with no one to answer to but herself. What she didn’t expect was to discover
secrets big enough to tilt her world, and people she would be willing to kill for because
of them. Langston always knew he would be the next True Alpha of his pack, but when
his father died, Langston’s premature promotion had him unsure about his path. With
the weight of the pack on his shoulders and a thriving urban ranching community in
West Texas to oversee, the last thing on Langston’s mind is finding a mate. Of course,
trouble always finds you when you’re not looking for it and in blows a woman who
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shakes up his pack and knocks him off his feet. Her zeal amazes him and soon the pull
between them is undeniable. Will succumbing to the desires of his wolf prove to be the
right move or turn out to be fruitless?
Young, arrogant tycoon Earl Grey seduces the naïve coed Anna Steal with his
overpowering good looks and staggering amounts of money, but will she be able to get
past his fifty shames, including shopping at Walmart on Saturdays, bondage with
handcuffs, and his love of BDSM (Bards, Dragons, Sorcery, and Magick)? Or will his
dark secrets and constant smirking drive her over the edge?
Darkness calls to Aiden, and he’s fighting a losing battle. Since the day he stopped
aging, it’s threatened to consume him. He only hopes someone kills him before he
gives in to the savage nature fighting for control. Just when he believes he’ll lose the
battle, he encounters Maggie, and for the first time in years, he has hope for his future.
After growing up without a stable home, Maggie enjoys the security she’s worked so
hard to attain. Everything changes the night Aiden lands in her ambulance. Now, not
only does she stand to lose everything, but she’s forced to consider that the mother
she believed insane might have been telling the truth. As their relationship deepens,
Maggie finds herself learning to trust another for the first time in years. Just as she’s
beginning to think they might have a future, circumstances force them apart. When
Aiden spirals into madness, his family is forced to watch helplessly and wonder... Can
Maggie bring him back from the darkness ravaging his soul, or is it too late to save
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him? ***Due to sexual content, violence, and language, this book is recommended for
readers 18+ years of age.***
One haughty chameleid sky dragon + one sassy curvy chick who's not about to put up
with his entitled ways - however sexy he might be! Dragon prince Xephyr, of the noble
race of chameleids, has fallen to earth with his clan through a tear in the ether and can't
get back home. With tensions boiling and no understanding of the rules of the human
world, he and his clan seem to be doomed to a wretched life on a volcanic Pacific
island. That is, until a boatload of tourists brings prophesied salvation in the shape of a
feisty, curvy human named Josie. The only problem? He needs to convince her to
become his mate and bearer of his dragonlets, but she's having none of it. Josie
Stanton has no idea what kind of royal prince Xephyr thinks he was in his former life,
but he's not going to be the boss of her! So what if the drop-dead gorgeous dragon has
saved her from a violent fate, he's desperate to marry her, and he's everything she's
ever wanted in a man? With a father on the brink of collapse from exhaustion and two
morons making her life hell at work, romance is the last thing on her mind right now.
When Xephyr asks Josie for her help she finds it impossible to say no. But for this royal
prince to win Josie's heart and save his clan, he'll need to prove to Josie he loves her
for all her human qualities and become the hero that she needs. This is the first book in
a brand new dragon shifter series, full of romance, sexy dragons and laughs. HEA and
no cheating, of course!
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Executive assistant Lori has finally said those three little words to her boss, Jackson
Sinclair, that have haunted her for months–– Goodbye, I quit. Yep. That happened.
Then she sort of ran over him. It was an accident. No. Really. It was. Now he can’t
remember anything––and it’s up to her to keep his billion-dollar corporation running
until he gets his memory back. Billionaire Jackson Sinclair wakes up in a hospital to a
life he can’t remember. The only person who feels familiar is Lori. The more he learns
about his past, though, the more it disturbs him. He was kind of cold, and he can’t
imagine why the lovely Lori put up with him. And she is lovely, as in, he can’t stop
thinking about her. But he has a company to save, and there’s no time for that sort
thing. Especially when it seems like his assistant is hiding something from him. As his
condition shows no signs of healing, Lori can’t help wonder what’s best, telling the
truth about his accident and losing the man of her dreams or keeping quiet and living
the best lie of her life. Each book in the The Billionaire's Second Chance series is
STANDALONE: * A Baby for the Billionaire * Giving up the Boss * Catching the CEO
Books 2-5 in the original best-selling Shifter Dating App series, relaunched for summer
2020! 135,000 words of sizzling-sweet romance. What if your fated mate was just an
app swipe away? Shiftr: Swipe Left For Love - Book 2 (Kristin) Will statuesque, auburnhaired Kristin find her mate on Shiftr - the secret dating app for curvy girls and smokinghot shape-shifter guys? Find out what happens when her insecurities about her body
and fertility come up against the fierce will of sexy shifter, Roman, who's not a tiger to
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take no for an answer! Shiftr: Swipe Left For Love - Book 3 (Melissa) When curvy
Melissa Ericson finds out that sexy shifter Doctor Harley is not only on Shiftr - the secret
dating app for curvy girls and gorgeous shape-shifting men - but is also a great match
for her, she's ecstatic! But there's something about Doctor Harley that keeps tugging at
her mind, and suddenly she's drawn back into a place she never wanted to think about
again... The past is so confusing and painful for Melissa, but will the smoking-hot
werewolf prove to be her destroyer or her savior? Shiftr: Swipe Left For Love - Book 4
(Andrea) Ambitious Andrea returns home in suspicious circumstances. She is picked as
a perfect match for wealthy, sexy lion shifter Magnus by Shiftr, the secret dating app for
curvy girls and shape-shifting men. But will Andrea's secret tear them apart or bring
them together in a perfect union? Shiftr: Swipe Left For Love - Book 5 (Lori) Bruno
Davis: fire-fighter and single dad, tortured by the tragic loss of his mate. Lori Bianco:
curvy, vulnerable, single mother, dumped by her cheating husband. Thrown together in
a horrific accident, his bear knows she's his mate, but can he dare to believe that he
deserves to be happy again? This is a 135,000-word boxed set consisting of four
standalone books, packed with heart-stopping romance, danger, heroism, passion and
suspense! HEA and no cliffhanger! Want more romance from Ariana Hawkes? Get your
free book now! ---> arianahawkes.com/freebook

Transported through a "gate" to the mysterious island of Nil, seventeen-year-old
Charley has 365 days to escape--or she will die.
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The first book in the original best-selling Shifter Dating App series, relaunched for
summer 2020! What if your fated mate was just an app swipe away? Curvy Dina
Taylor hates the idea of online dating. It's something kids do, not 36-year old
women, whose boyfriends have left them for the office intern. But her best friend
Lauren has a secret she's bursting to share: there are men out there who
absolutely love voluptuous girls like her. All Dina has to do is tap Shiftr, the cute
little paw-print app that Lauren has just installed on her phone. In the time it takes
Dina to get over her shock that there are guys who can shift into animals, she's
hit up by Logan - a dark-eyed bear-guy with a torso like sculpted marble and
eyes like pools of lust. He tells her that he feels a magnetic connection to her, but
before she can tell him that the feeling's mutual, her clumsy thumb swipes the
wrong way, and he's gone. Dina is distraught, but Tamika, the creator of Shiftr
has a cunning plan that may just bring them together again. Will Dina find the
sexy Logan in the midst of the eccentric matchmaker's beautiful, opulent summer
garden party? And will they discover that they're fated to be together? This is a
standalone, short, sweet, steamy read, perfect for a lunch break, bath time, or a
little dose of me-time, wherever you are. HEA and no cliffhanger! Note: This book
and all other fourteen books in the Shifter Dating App Romances series are
standalone and can be read completely independently.
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A dark entity wants her soul. When demons attack her kingdom, elven princess
Ara Zypherus is forced to flee her palace with a band of her father's most trusted
soldiers. In that one night, she loses everything she loves. All that remains of her
previous life is her father's commander, Raethin Corvus. Handsome but irritating,
Ara must figure out a way to get along with Raethin, or risk losing the last thing
she has—her life. To escape the demonic scourge that hunts them, Ara and
Raethin venture into the Rakevan Forest to find the legendary druids and their
guardian. With their help, they may just survive. As truths are revealed, Ara
discovers that she plays a central role to the battle against the chaotic being
known as the Void King. The gods have meddled far too long in the mortal's
affairs, and together with Raethin and their companions, Ara must find a way to
stop the Void King before he tears the realms apart.
A beloved historical romance by New York Times bestselling author Sabrina
Jeffries. Miss Katherine Merivale desperately needs to marry, to gain her
inheritance and help her financially stricken family. Her old childhood friend is the
perfect solution, if only he’d propose! Notorious rake Alexander Black, Earl of
Iversley, desperately needs a wealthy bride—and he’s not about to let some
lackluster suitor stand in his way to this rich prize. But when he seduces
Katherine in the moonlight, he intends only to capture her heart—he never expects
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to be captured in return.
Master a Mac without jargon and complications. Once you go Mac, you never go
back. And if you have this book, you’ll be more than happy to never go back. In
The Ultimate Mac User Book, we’ve made a bold attempt to unveil an ideal Mac
setup that works for anyone. Whether you’re switching from Windows or want to
upgrade your knowledge of macOS, this is for you Here’s what you’ll learn from
the book: - The anatomy of Mac’s interface. How to set up your new Mac for
years of use. - Basic and advanced shortcuts for all jobs on Mac. - Alternatives to
popular Windows apps. - Ready-to-use workflows for writers, designers,
developers, students, as well as people of any profession who want to hit new
productivity milestones on Mac. - 20 hacks every seasoned Mac user should be
using (but only a few actually do) in the bonus chapter. Reliable and intuitive,
Macs still require a certain level of tech fluency. The family of Apple’s Macintosh
operating systems is very versatile, with tons of features and enhancements built
on top of each other. Navigating through all of them can be complicated.
Especially if you’re a new user. Especially if you have no time to figure out how
things work — you just want them to work. Hope we’ll solve the problem for you
with this book.
Baron and Kayla had a history together. They dated for an intense year at the
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end of high school, but it wasn't meant to be.Baron took off one night after
Kayla's father discovered them together. Baron was a bad boy that was pulling
Kayla down into his criminal lifestyle and the Sheriff wasn't going to stand for
it.Kayla never knew what happened with Baron. All she knew was that her dad
wouldn't let her see him. When she was able to get away, Baron was gone. Her
life changed when he left her and Kayla was never the same.When he popped
back up in town after years of being away, Baron wants to pick up where they left
off, but Kayla doesn't want to get hurt again. Baron would leave again. She was
sure of it and Kayla didn't want to hurt the same way twice. No matter how much
she loved him.
Sixteen-year-old Tessa Skye, a locksmith's apprentice, loves to shapeshift into a
sparrow using a windrider - a forbidden magical amulet. During one of her
outings, she accidentally reveals herself to the Conjurer Lord Fellstone, who
reigns over Sorrenwood with an army of boar-headed men, and corpses he calls
up from the dead. The tyrant sends his knights after Tessa, resulting in the death
of her Papa. To save him, she sets out for the castle to steal Fellstone's
Dreadmarrow, his most prized magical artifact, which has the power to restore
life. She's joined by the fortune-teller Calder, seeking his lost love, and Ash, the
gravedigger's son, whose growing attraction to Tessa distracts from his plan to
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avenge his murdered twin. Dreadmarrow Thief is a universal coming-of-age story
about a girl who wields great power only to learn that it comes at a terrible price.
New world. New clan. Sexy new bunch of rough and tumble shifters. Are you
ready for the Broken Hill Bears to fight for your heart? *** Full-length standalone
novel *** Freya Wright is on a mission to heal her broken past by hiking the entire
west coast of the USA with her two best friends. The first time she comes face to
face with Xander Silvester, Alpha of the Broken Hill Bears, he's fighting in a live
shifter wrestling match, and the fleeting connection between them is magnetic.
The second time is when he tells her that she and her friends have to spend the
rest of their lives in Broken Hill, after his clan mates accidentally kidnap them.
She's determined to fight it every step of the way, but resisting the muscle-bound
Alpha with the smoldering dark eyes proves to be her biggest challenge of all.
The longer she's held captive, the more she sees in the charismatic and powerful
Xander. Should she stand by her principles and fight for her freedom, or yield to
the demands of her body and love the only man who's ever reached her heart?
Xander Silvester's life has turned from military order into absolute chaos
overnight. He's the new Alpha of the Broken Hill Bears, an infamous wrestling
clan, but his father's unconventional choice has left him with a rebelling older
brother, a disobedient clan and the threat of enemy attack. And then a moment of
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stupidity from certain clan members lands three human females right in the
middle of Broken Hill. He needs to decide how to deal with them, but just one
look at the sexy, feisty one, and he can't get her out of his mind. As clan politics
spiral out of control and his leadership is on the line, he's faced with a terrible
dilemma: lose the respect of his clan, or break the dreams of the woman who's
captured his heart. This is a 55,000-word novel (around 275 standard pages)
Callan Balter's dragon is dying. Ever since he lost his family and his ancestral home,
Ragtown has been a sanctuary to the noble Scottish dragon. But without his clan, his
own territory, and his mate, his dragon cannot survive. The town's arch matchmaker
believes she has a solution to at least one of these problems--the only issue? He needs
to rescue his mate before he can claim her. Librarian, April Ellis, is being kept prisoner
in a tower by a bunch of feral dragons who are forcing her to uncover their ancient
pedigrees. Time is running out for her, but Callan, her sexy Scottish dragon match,
gives her hope of being saved--and finding the mate her lonely heart craves. One look
at April, and Callan's protective instinct goes into overdrive. He vows to do whatever it
takes to save her, but he's drastically outnumbered, and the dragons are all too aware
of his useless wings and dwindling strength. April's captors aren't going to let her go
without a fight. But they hadn't reckoned on the power of a fated match between a
smart, resourceful human and a secret dragon prince. Will April's belief in Callan's
mighty heart be enough to save them both? Promised: romance, heat and sexy shifters.
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HEA and no cheating, of course!
Fans of CJ Omololu's The Third Twin will flock to the romantic thriller from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Kelley Armstrong, now available in paperback. The only thing
Winter Crane likes about Reeve's End is that soon she'll leave it. Like her best friend
did. Like her sister did. Like most of the teens born in town have done. There's nothing
for them there but abandoned mines and empty futures. They're better off taking a
chance elsewhere. What Winter will miss is the woods. Her only refuge. At least it was.
Until the day she found Lennon left for dead, bleeding in a tree. But now Lennon is
gone too. And he has Winter questioning what she once thought was true. What if
nobody left at all? What if they're all missing? "A compelling thriller that keeps the
reader hooked until the end." -VOYA, Starred
A Wolf on the Edge... Rafe Connors is losing it, taking crazy risks and starting bar fights
just to keep his wolf sane. One rainy night he goes too far, and an angry posse runs
him off the road into a ravine. Left for dead, Rafe is rescued by a mysterious white wolf
shifter, who tends his wounds and then disappears. A Wolf in Hiding... Terin Whitney
has no memory of her childhood, or the trauma that stole her past. Ever since her
human protector died, she's survived on her own. She can't forget the breathtaking man
she saved, but all her instincts tell her she needs to stay out of sight, or the danger she
escaped in the past will find her in the present. Two Worlds Collide When Rafe
encounters a group of poachers hunting Terin, he knows he has to find her first. But his
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gentle, artistic lone wolf is terrified of leaving her isolated cabin and relying on strangers
for protection. Rafe will wait as long as it takes to win Terin's trust-and her love. But
with the hunters closing in, Terin will have to find the courage to listen to her heart, or
risk losing everything. Silverlake Shifters Smokin' hot shifter men with hearts of gold;
the strong, passionate women who love them; secrets, lies and danger; naughty,
steamy love scenes-and happily ever afters. Content warning: This book contains
naughty language and steamy love scenes, and is intended for adults only.
Books 6-8 in the original best-selling Shifter Dating App series, relaunched for summer
2020! 122,000 words of sizzling-sweet romance. What if your fated mate was just an
app swipe away? Shiftr: Swipe Left For Love - Book 6 (Adaira) Leigh, a reclusive bear
shifter, and Adaira, a flame-haired Scottish fireball, may seem like a match made in
hell, but Shiftr - the secret dating app for curvy girls and smoking-hot shapeshifter men is never wrong. That's as long as Leigh can be persuaded to give up his lonely
mountain existence. Shiftr: Swipe Left For Love - Book 7 (Timo) Not afraid to go 'the
whole nine yards', the Bear Heat Strippers are a big hit during their charity strip show,
especially shy Timo, who gets over his stage fright to take the pretty, curvy Raven up
on stage for a very sensual dance. He's only supposed to pretend to kiss her, but his
bear has other ideas, and a steamy night of passion follows. Will Shiftr pick the two of
them out as purrfectly matched, or will Raven's huge bombshell and Timo's furry secret
send them running off in opposite directions? Shiftr: Swipe Left For Love - Book 8
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(Jessica) Jessica's high school best friends, Christian and Lucas, disappeared in
mysterious circumstances ten years earlier. When they come into the Shiftr office one
day, looking for mates, she wants to know where they've been and what she's
supposed to do with her smoldering attraction for the sexy, strong, protective men
they've become. This is a 122,000-word boxed set consisting of three standalone
books, packed with heart-stopping romance, danger, heroism, passion and suspense!
HEA and no cliffhanger! Want more romance from Ariana Hawkes? Get your free book
now! ---> arianahawkes.com/freebook
"Kait Ballenger is a treasure you don't want to miss." —GENA SHOWALTER, New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author Seven shifter clans call the Montana
mountains home. But a new evil will stop at nothing to tear their world apart. For
centuries, the shifters that roam Big Sky country have honored a pact to keep the
peace. Even bad-boy rancher Wes Calhoun, former leader of a renegade pack, has
given up his violent ways and sworn loyalty to the Grey Wolves. But his dark past keeps
catching up with him... Human rancher Naomi Evans cares only about saving the ranch
that was her father's legacy. Until a clash with Wes opens up a whole new world—a
supernatural world on the verge of war—and Naomi, her ranch, and the sexy cowboy
wolf stealing her heart are smack dab in the middle of it. What People Are Saying About
Kait Ballenger: "Intense and riveting." —RT Book Reviews for Twilight Hunter, 4 Stars
"High-voltage." —Publishers Weekly STARRED review for Twilight Hunter "Kait
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Ballenger delivers a sexy romance with plenty of suspense and humor." —Goodreads
review
White Peak Mountain Biking - The Pure Trails ebook is the digital version of our
bestselling guidebook to the southern Peak District. Clatter down tricky limestone
descents, dodge roots on twisty woodland singletrack and cruise along easy cyclepaths
through green fields and pretty villages. Featuring 24 routes from 10.5 to 45 kilometres
in length, it's suitable for riders of all abilities. This digital edition adds downloadable
GPX routes, zoom-able Ordnance Survey 1:50,000 maps and weblinks to local pubs,
cafes and bike shops. Researched, ridden and written by a local rider, each route
features easy-to-follow directions and details of distance, timings and difficulty. Also
included is a bonus section listing the top ten climbs, descents and singletracks,
information on family riding (including the Monsal Trail) and a detailed Appendix.
Compatibility This ebook is available as an epub or Kindle file and is compatible with all
e-reader and Kindle Fire devices. It is readable on most smart phones. For Android,
Windows 8 and Blackberry 10 phones we recommend downloading the free Kobo
ebook app. PC and Mac users may need to download an ebook or Kindle reader. We
recommend the Kobo reader for PCs and iBook for Mac. GPX route files will require a
relevant device, app or programme.
Terry Regan, who'd dropped into the Delaneys' cabin up at Blue Jay Lake to sell them a
TV set, took in the situation at a glance. Gilda was young and stunningly attractive.
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Jack Delany was a vicious, hard-drinking cripple, imprisoned in a wheelchair. Regan
should have left them ... but he didn't.
[Siren Publishing: The Lynn Hagen ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative Paranormal
Romantic Suspense, M/M, shape-shifters, vampires, werewolves, HEA] When a string
of murders hit the Vampire District, Lacee Blue becomes the prime suspect. He is the
only human proprietor in this seedy district and is the only club owner who has had two
bodies discovered on his property. Worse, Lacee has been infatuated with Detective
Nate Sullivan for some time, and doesn't stand a chance with the Were if he can't prove
his innocence. And then body parts start showing up in Lacee's mail. He goes to the
only man he trusts, the same man who suspects him of the crimes. Detective Sullivan.
But more is going on in the district and Lacee suddenly finds himself being hunted by
an elder vampire who thinks Lacee would make the perfect pet. Lacee's life is in danger
and if he doesn't find help soon, he could be the next victim. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Everything you need to know to start creating native applications for the iPhone and iPod
Touch The iPhone SDK and the Xcode tools are the official Apple tools used for creating native
iPhone applications. This information-packed book presents a complete introduction to the
iPhone SDK and the Xcode tools, as well as the Objective-C language that is necessary to
create these native applications. Solid coverage and real-world examples walk you through the
process for developing mobile applications for the iPhone that can then be distributed through
Apple's iTunes Application store. The hands-on approach shows you how to develop your first
iPhone application while getting you acquainted with the iPhone SDK and the array of Xcode
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tools. A thorough tutorial on the features and syntax of the Objective-C language helps you get
the most out of the iPhone SDK, and an in-depth look at the features of the iPhone SDK
enables you to maximize each of these features in your applications. Provides an introductory
look at how the iPhone SDK and Xcode tools work with the Objective-C language to create
native iPhone applications Familiarizes you with the latest version of the iPhone SDK and the
newest Xcode tools that ship with Snow Leopard Walks you through developing your first
iPhone applications Focuses on the features and syntax of the Objective-C language so that
you can get the most out of the iPhone SDK With this hands-on guide, you'll quickly get started
developing applications for the iPhone with both the iPhone SDK and the latest Xcode tools.
Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
New York Times bestselling author Catherine Anderson's Coulter Family series continues in
this poignant story of a love that defies all the odds.... Five years ago, Laura Townsend’s life
was nearly destroyed when a head injury impaired her ability to use language and forced her to
abandon a brilliant career. Despite her difficulties, she never lost her vivacious spirit or sunny
disposition. Now she has a great new job at an animal clinic—and a handsome new boss who
fills her heart with longing. But veterinarian Isaiah Coulter deserves a woman who can meet all
his needs. Battling her feelings, Laura decides that sometimes a woman must love a man
enough to walk away. When Isaiah hired Laura, he wasn’t expecting her to be such a breath
of fresh air. Impressed by her healing touch—and captivated by her dazzling beauty—Isaiah
finds himself falling in love. And he’ll move heaven and earth to convince Laura that she’s the
woman he needs….
Make Your Own Pixel Art is a complete, illustrated introduction to the creation of pixel art
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aimed at beginners just starting out right through to the experienced pixel artist wanting to
enhance their skills. Hand anyone a pencil and paper and they can start drawing, but it's just
as easy to draw digitally using a keyboard and mouse. With Make Your Own Pixel Art, pixel
artist Jennifer Dawe and game designer Matthew Humphries walk you step-by-step through
the available tools, pixel art techniques, the importance of shapes, colors, shading, and how to
turn your art into animation. By the end of the book, you'll be creating art far beyond what's
possible on paper! Make Your Own Pixel Art will teach you about: - Creating pixel art using the
most popular art software and the common tools they provide - Drawing with pixels, including
sculpting, shading, texture, and color use - The basics of motion and how to animate your pixel
art creations - Best practices for saving, sharing, sketching, and adding emotion to your art
With a dash of creativity and the help of Make Your Own Pixel Art, your digital drawings can be
brought to life, shared with the world, and form a basis for a career in art, design, or the video
games industry.
This book features high-quality research papers presented at the 2nd International Conference
on Intelligent Computing and Advances in Communication (ICAC 2019), held at Siksha ‘O’
Anusandhan Deemed to be University, Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India, in November 2019.
Covering a wide variety of topics, including management of clean and smart energy systems
and environmental challenges, it is a valuable resource for researchers and practicing
engineers working in various fields of renewable energy generation, and clean and smart
energy management.
ON SALE FOR A LIMITED TIME! 16 Brand-New, Exclusive, Stand-Alone Paranormal
Romances. Never before released! Spring is in the air and these sexy shifters are on the prowl!
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From passionate tiger shifters with secret babies, to possessive bears desperate to rescue
their mates, to a leopard shifter ready for a second chance at romance, to dragons with secret
pregnancies--these books have it all and you won't find them anywhere else. Click now and
make spring the season of the shifter!
Even the killer of kings can't hide from love forever...Boss's underground empire has a ruthless
reputation for getting the job done. He's at the top of his game, has more money than he could
ever spend, and is feared by his enemies. Then why does his life feel so empty? He decides
he needs more challenges, so he puts his energy into new contracts while investigating why
innocent people around his city are dropping dead by the dozens.Graciella made a huge
mistake and needs to remedy the problem. To finance her mission, she's forced into a lifelong
debt to a madman. Still, she's more worried about Boss finding out what she's done. He's
known for doling out swift, brutal justice, and she's already on his shit list.They're forced to
team up to find the men behind an evil plot, or one of the Killer of King's men may not come out
alive. Graciella wants to clean up her mess and disappear-but Boss won't let her slip away so
easily. He demands more from her than she's capable of giving. Not all girls deserve the
happily ever after.
EVIL begins when you start to treat people as things… A kidnapping isn't how I expected to
meet the woman of my dreams. But when my brother, intent on proving himself as the
hardcore gangster he wants to be, comes up with the idea to kidnap the daughter of a powerful
crime boss, I know I can't stop him. And that's how I meet Charlotte. Beautiful, intelligent,
graceful – and hurting from the life she's been trapped into living. She wants to get out of this
world just as much as I do, and it doesn't take long till we fall for each other, hard and fast.
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Except time is running out for both of us. If we're going to be together, we need to act fast –
and do something that we can never renege on... A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE SERIES Book 1
– Taken By The Mob Boss Book 2 – Truce With The Mob Boss Book 3 – Taking Over The Mob
Boss Book 4 – Trouble For The Mob Boss Book 5 – Tailored By The Mob Boss Book 6 –
Tricking By The Mob Boss Search Terms: mafia romance, romantic suspense, dark romance,
sexy hero, hot and steamy, romance, ageless romance, Scottish romance, outlander, FICTION
/ Romance / Contemporary FICTION / Romance / New Adult FICTION / Romance / Romantic
Comedy F, sexy, sport romance, hired wife, fake girlfriend, happily ever after, sweet love story,
bully romance academy romance, high schol bully romance, coming of age romance, bully
romance dark romance, bully romance high school, bully romance college, bully romance
reverse harem, new adult romance, contemporary romance, stockholm syndrome
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